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A formulation for the characterization of superradiant and stimulated-superradiant radiative emission
from bunched electron beams is presented. The radiation is characterized in terms of power and spectral
power per radiation mode, which provide a measure of the useful spatially coherent radiation power and
spectral power emitted by a radiation source. When the bunched electron beam emits superradiantly, these
parameters scale like the square of the number of electrons, orders of magnitude more than spontaneous
emission. The formulation applies to emission from single bunches, a finite number of bunches in a
macropulse, or periodic bunching. It can be employed on any kind of e-beam radiation scheme. Specific
analytic expressions are derived for coherent synchrotron radiation and prebunched free-electron laser,
providing a basis for comparing and understanding their connection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this paper is to discuss and analyze within
the framework of a unified formulation the enhanced
(superradiant) radiation emission processes that can be
exhibited in a wide variety of electron-beam radiation
schemes and devices, when the electron beam is bunched
or density modulated. The discussion is aimed specifically
at radiation schemes based on synchrotron radiation emis-
sion in a bending magnet [coherent synchrotron radiation
(CSR) [1–3]] and at the closely related prebunched beam
undulator radiation [prebunched beam free electron laser
(PB-FEL) [4–17]], but can be extended as well to Smith-
Purcell [18] and Cerenkov radiation [19], transition radia-
tion [20,21], and other electron-beam radiation schemes
and devices. In all of these radiation schemes, coherent
(correlated electrons) and incoherent (uncorrelated elec-
trons) radiative emission processes are possible also with-
out electron bunching by the process of stimulated
emission (laser gain), spontaneous emission (shot-noise
radiation), and self-amplified spontaneous emission
(SASE). Electron beam bunching can give rise in all these
schemes to additional radiative emission processes of
superradiance (SR)1 and stimulated superradiance (ST-
SR), which will be analyzed and reviewed in the following
chapters. Note that coherent (superradiant) emission from
electron bunches or from the sharp leading edge of an
electron beam pulse may be amplified in a long wiggler
and enhance the SASE radiation [23–25]. These mixed
coherent and incoherent radiation effects may be important
‘superradiance’’ is sometimes used in FEL theory
neral laser physics in the context of self-amplified
emission and in the context of amplification of
tted by sharp edge electron pulses that do not
er, Eq. (2) [16,24]. This is not the connotation
paper. The term superradiance is used here in

only [22].
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in the timely development of SASE-FEL devices, but are
out of the scope of this paper. A formulation relating the
coherent and incoherent emission processes in an FEL was
presented recently by Pinhasi and Lurie [26].

When an ensemble of discrete emitters of radiation emit
independently radiation wave packets, the optical proper-
ties of the resultant emitted radiation, such as power,
intensity, brightness, and their spectral counterparts, de-
pend on the distribution of the emitters in phase space.

The six-dimensional phase-space volume occupied by a
radiation wave packet emitted by a single emitter at some
plane z � const along the propagation direction (for free-
space propagation r?; t;k?; !) is entirely determined by
the radiation scheme and the initial phase-space coordi-
nates of the emitter (e.g., the space-momentum re;pe
coordinates of an oscillating electron). Naturally, if the
initial distribution of the emitters in space-momentum
phase space is spread out, the phase-space distribution of
the resultant radiation field of all wave packets will be
larger than the phase-space volume of a single wave
packet, and therefore the intensity and brightness of the
resultant radiation field are reduced. Consequently, the
(spectral) power or energy of the radiation that can be
collected through given spatial and angular apertures are
reduced. In particular, when spatial coherence is required
at a fixed frequency !, only a volume �rr�r � 	=2 out of
the radiation two-dimensional space-angle �r; �� phase-
space volume should be collected, and thus the resultant
coherent (spectral) power or energy diminishes then (here
	 � 2�c=! is the radiation wavelength.

Depending on the radiation scheme, also the total radia-
tive emission power (or energy) may be reduced when the
initial phase-space volume of the radiation emitters is
spread out. This may be caused (e.g., in the case of radia-
tion from an electron beam) by the expansion of the beam
beyond the electron-wave interaction region. In the par-
ticular case that the emission process is stimulated (laser
1-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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amplification or oscillation) as in FEL [27], the radiation
wave is usually a single transverse mode, which also
occupies in transverse two-dimensional space-angle
phase-space a volume 	. To remain within the phase-space
volume of the radiation mode, and enable efficient
electron-wave interaction, the two-dimensional space-
angle volume of the electron beam, measured by the
e-beam emittance parameter " � �rb�b (rb, beam radius;
�b, beam half angular spread), should satisfy the condition
[28]

" < 	: (1)

In addition, the electron beam energy spread (or longitu-
dinal velocity spread) should be small enough, so that the
Doppler shift spread that it causes to the emission fre-
quency is smaller than the homogeneous broadening,
�!h � 2�=tsp, due to the finite duration tsp of the radia-
tion wave packet emitted by a single electron.

When the electron beam phase-space distribution spread
parameters are kept tight, according to these criteria, the
brightness and spectral brightness of spontaneous emission
devices, such as undulator-synchrotron radiators [29]
[Fig. 1(a)], and the amplification gain and radiative extrac-
tion efficiency of stimulated emission devices, such as FEL
FIG. 1. (Color) Prebunched e-beam radiation schemes: (a) prebunc
radiation) and (b) coherent synchrotron radiation.
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[27], are maximized. This maximum is clearly the result of
the low entropy of the radiation emitters ensemble (the
electron beam), which enables efficient energy conversion
into radiation field energy in a minimal phase-space vol-
ume. Can this maximum be surpassed? The answer is
positive, when considering radiative emission into a spe-
cific frequency !. It involves further ordering of the radi-
ators (electrons)—now in the time domain—by setting
their oscillation phase ’j0 (or start oscillation time tj0) so
that they will emit in phase in a given direction or into a
given radiation mode.

The process of constructive interference of radiation
wave packets emitted by an ensemble of individual classi-
cal radiators oscillating in phase is essentially the ‘‘super-
radiant emission’’ process studied by Dicke in connection
with quantum atomic emitters [22]. The total emitted
radiation field is then proportional to the number of emit-
ters. Consequently, the power intensity and the radiative
energy emitted by the entire ensemble is proportional to the
square of the number of emitters.

In the case of electron-beam radiation devices, the
superradiance emission condition, requiring oscillation of
all electrons at the same phase, is satisfied when

tb � 2�=!; (2)
hed free electron maser (FEM)/FEL (or synchrotron-undulator
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TABLE I. Scaling of the optical parameters of the radiation
into a single transverse mode by prebunched e-beam radiators.

Parameter No bunching Single bunch Periodic bunching

�! 1=Nw 1=Nw 1=NM
Wq N N2

b NMN
2
b

dWq=d! N N2
b N2

MN
2
b

Pq N N2
b N2

b
dPq=d! N N2

b NMN
2
b

(a)

Νwλ

Nw λ

λλw

(b)
lb

lb

FIG. 2. (Color) Synchrotron-undulator emission from an electron beam bunch: (a) incoherent emission of uncorrelated radiation wave
packets (FEL spontaneous emission) lb > 	 and (b) coherent emission of phase correlated wave packets (superradiant emission)
lb � 	.
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where tb is the electron bunch duration. If the electron
beam moves near the speed of light, this condition can be
written lb � 	, where lb � tbc is the bunch length.

Consider, for example, the case of a prebunched beam
FEL or ‘‘synchrotron-undulator radiation’’ [Fig. 1(a)], in
which the e-beam phase-space parameters satisfy the con-
dition (1) for interaction with a single (free-space or wave-
guide) transverse mode at frequency !. Each electron will
emit in free space into the radiation mode a radiation wave
packet of duration ts � Nw � 2�=!, where Nw is the num-
ber of undulator periods (or, more generally, the number of
oscillations performed by the electrons). All of the wave
packets are emitted and propagate in phase, constituting a
superradiant emission process [see Fig. 2(b)]. The resultant
superposition field of the wave packets, emitted by the
electron bunch, is proportional to the number of electrons
in the bunch Nb, and therefore the radiated energy and
instantaneous power are proportional to N2

b. When condi-
tion (2) is not satisfied, as is the case in conventional
synchrotron-undulator radiation [Fig. 2(a)], the wave pack-
ets interfere randomly. Their field average over all wave
packets vanishes, and only their energies sum up in pro-
portion to the number of electrons in the bunch Nb.
Consequently, the radiated energy and instantaneous
power, emitted by the single bunch in the superradiance
limit (2), is significantly larger (factor Nb) than in common
spontaneous undulator-synchrotron radiation. Apart from
this difference, the radiation pattern and the radiation
bandwidth (�! � 2�=ts; �!=! � 1=Nw) are the same
in both cases.

If instead of a single bunch of Nb electrons a large
number of short bunches (a ‘‘macropulse’’) are injected
into the undulator, the total radiative energy emitted into a
radiation mode q will grow in proportion to the number of
bunches in the macropulse, NM. If the bunches satisfy (2)
and are injected periodically at a bunching frequency !b
within the spectral bandwidth of the radiation process, then
the field amplitudes of the wave packets, emitted by the
individual bunches, will interfere (superimpose) in phase
and thus the bandwidth of the emitted radiation reduces in
inverse proportion to the macropulse duration (if NM �
03070
Nw, then �!=! � 1=NM). Consequently, the emission
spectral energy dWq=d! will also grow in proportion to
N2 � N2

MN
2
b, where N is the total number of electrons in

the macropulse. At the same time, the power Pq within the
macropulse (Wq divided by the pulse duration) is, of
course, independent of NM, but the spectral power grows
in proportion to NM. In the limit of a continuously bunched
electron beam (NM � 1), the spectral power dPq=d! is
theoretically infinite, and is not a relevant parameter. This
is because the emitted radiation is then completely coher-
ent, and its frequency bandwidth is zero. The scaling laws
of the optical parameters of the radiation emitted into a
single radiation mode by undulating e-beam radiators are
summarized in Table I.

This general description and classification of bunched
and unbunched electron-beam radiators is valid not only
for undulator-synchrotron radiation, but for a wide class of
electron-beam radiation schemes like electron cyclotron
radiation, Cerenkov radiation, Smith-Purcell radiation,
transition radiation, and more. A unified analysis of radia-
tion from periodically bunched electron beams in this
general class of electron-beam radiation schemes was pre-
sented by Schnitzer and Gover [4] for the small signal
(linear) regime. Single bunch synchrotron-undulator radia-
tion was analyzed by numerous contributors [5–8]. Both
periodic and single bunch undulator-synchrotron radiators
(prebunched beam FELs) were studied experimentally
[9–13], demonstrating, respectively, the square law depen-
dence of the radiation on the bunching current I2b or bunch
1-3
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electrons number N2
b, as expected in superradiance pro-

cesses. Similar observations were also reported with
Cerenkov radiation schemes [19,30].

A concept closely related to the scheme of prebunched
beam synchrotron-undulator radiation or prebunched beam
FEL is the coherent synchrotron radiation; see Fig. 1(b).
This radiation source has received great attention recently
since it was used to demonstrate radiative emission in the
THz frequency range at power levels, many orders of
magnitude larger than formerly achieved [1].

As seen from Fig. 1(b), the CSR radiation source can
be viewed as a PB-FEL of a single oscillation period
(Nw � 1). If narrow bandwidth radiation is desirable,
clearly the PB-FEL is advantageous and also produces
higher power (energy), which grows in proportion to N2

w.
However, in some applications of radiation sources, rather
a wide bandwidth is desirable. Consequently, CSR radia-
tion sources [and coherent edge radiation (CER)] are pres-
ently of considerable interest. In this paper I will treat them
with the same formulation, so that the relation between
CSR and PB-FEL and other e-beam radiation devices
can be easily quantified by direct application of the
formulation.

Before proceeding, a note is in order concerning the
techniques of electron bunching and their parameters. In
accelerator technology, bunching of electrons emitted from
thermionic guns is done by means of a powerful rf field
in klystron cavities or acceleration sections, and it can
be enhanced by use of a dispersive magnet (chicane).
The recent development of photocathode electron guns,
prompted by the impressive progress of high power pico-
second and subpicosecond solid state lasers and nonlinear
optical frequency multiplication techniques, brought about
an abundance of accelerators operating with intense
picosecond-pulsed electron beams [1]. Thus, according to
(2), single bunch superradiance can be attained at frequen-
cies as high as the terahertz regime. Continuous bunching
at such high frequencies is not available yet, mostly be-
cause the solid state lasers cannot be modlocked and
operated at such high repetition rates. However, various
concepts have been suggested for attaining high frequency
bunching, and recently Neumann et al. demonstrated gen-
eration of a finite train of electron microbunches (four) at
THz frequency, using a comb spatial filter inside the cavity
of the solid state laser [31]. This demonstration may lead to
future development of various schemes of periodically
bunched superradiant e-beam radiation sources in the
THz regime.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

It is convenient to solve the problem of radiation emis-
sion from e-beam radiation devices in the frequency do-
main. I use a formulation of modal expansion, where the
traveling wave spectral radiation fields are expanded in
terms of a complete set of transverse modes [32]:
03070
E�r; !� �
X

q

Cq�z;!�~Eq�r�; (3a)

H�r; !� �
X

q

Cq�z;!� ~Hq�r�; (3b)

where fE�r; !�; H�r; !�g are the Fourier transforms of the
corresponding time-domain fields, f ~Eq�r�; ~Hq�r�g is a set of
directed (propagating in the z or �z direction) orthogo-
nal modes normalized to an arbitrary radiation power Pq,

1

2
Re

ZZ
~Eq
X ~Hq
 � êzdA � 
Pq; (4)

and Cq�z; w� is the slowly growing field amplitude of the
radiation mode q at spectral frequency ! interacting with
an electron beam along its propagation (z) direction.

In many practical cases (especially at long wavelengths)
I may choose the radiation modes to be real waveguide
modes. In free space, one may choose as an expansion
basis any set of optical modes in the Fresnel approxima-
tion (e.g., Hermit-Gaussian modes or Laguere-Gaussian
modes). Furthermore, in free space one may also use
expansion in terms of continuous radiation modes [32]
(e.g., plane waves). In this case the mode parameter q
becomes continuous and the summation is replaced by
integration. For example, if the expansion modes are plane
waves, then

~E q�r� � ~E#k?eik�r; (5)

where q � �#;k?�,# is a polarization index, and k? is the
transverse component of the plane-wave wave number k.
In this case, the summation (3) turns into integration over
the continuous transverse wave numbers k?, which is
nothing but an inverse spatial Fourier transform of the
plane wave spectral coefficients C#�k?; z; !�. Though
the subsequent formulation can be extended to include
(in case of free-space propagation) expansion in terms of
continuous transverse modes (plane-wave expansion), for
the most part of this and the subsequent paper I will use,
not only in waveguides but also in cases of free-space
propagation, a notation of discrete modes (specifically
Hermit-Gaussian modes). This helps to treat in a unified
way both free-space and waveguide radiation schemes, and
provides useful optical characterization and simple figure-
of-merit parameters that quantify the coherent spectral
radiation emission in all cases.

Utilizing the Lorentz theorem for the frequency domain
Maxwell equations, driven by a current source J�r; !� �R
1
�1 J�r; t� exp�i!t�dt, results in the following simple ex-

citation equation for the radiation mode amplitudes [32]

dCq�z;!�

dz
� �

1

4Pq

Z
J�r; !� � ~E�

q�r�dA; (6)
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which can be formally integrated

Cout
q �!� � Cin

q �!� � �
1

4Pq

Z
J�r; !� � ~E�

q�r�dV: (7)

For a current source composed of a finite number (N) of
electrons

J �r; t� �
XN
j�1

�evj�t�'�r� rj�t��: (8)

This results in

Cout
q �!� � Cin

q �!� � �
1

4Pq

XN
j�1

�Wqj; (9)

where

�Wqj � �e
Z 1

�1
vj�t� � ~E�

q�rj�t��ei!tdt (10)

is a ‘‘complex spectral work function’’ related to the work
done by electron j, when interacting with a normalized
radiation mode q along its path trajectory rj�t�.

If rj�t�; vj�t� can be calculated in the interaction region
from the electron dynamical equations for all electrons,
then Cout

q �!� is found from (9) and (10), and subsequently
the total spectral fields can be found by substitution of the
mode amplitude in the modal expansion (3), and the real
(time-domain) fields would be found by applying an in-
verse Fourier transformation on (3). However, this is usu-
ally not a preferred option, because of the large amount of
computations involved, and mainly because the full map-
ping of the radiation field is often less useful to the user
than radiometric optical parameters that characterize the
coherent radiation source.

The spectral optical parameters can be calculated from
the mode amplitudes using

dWr
d!

�
X
q

dWq
d!

; (11)

dWq
d!

�
2

�
PqjCout

q �!�j2

�
2

�
Pq

��������Cin
q �!� �

1

4Pq

XN
j�1

Wqj

��������2
: (12)

Here dWq=d! is defined for positive frequencies only, so
that the total energy emission per mode can be found
simply by integration over all frequencies:

Wq �
Z 1

0

dWq
d!

d!: (13)

This formulation is pretty general, and can be applied to
all kinds of spontaneous, superradiant and stimulated
electron-beam radiation devices, whether the beam is pre-
bunched or not.
03070
The complex spectral work function �Wqj�!� is the
only parameter that characterizes the specific radiation
device or mechanism, and sets an upper bound on the
radiation bandwidth. It can be written in general as

�Wqj � �W�0�
qj  �Wst

qj; (14)

where �W�0�
qi is the complex work function calculated with

the zero order (in terms of the radiation field) electron
trajectories r�0�j �t�; v�0�j �t� (the trajectories in the absence
of radiation field):

�W�0�
qj � �e

Z 1

�1
v�0�j �t� � ~E�

q�r
�0�
j �t��ei!tdt: (15)

This parameter is generally sufficient for calculating the
spontaneous and superradiance emission from any e-beam
radiation device. The second term in (14) �Wst

qj is the
modification to the complex work function due to the
presence of the field of the radiation mode q, and therefore
it is the stimulated emission (or absorption) term. Its
calculation requires solution of the electron force equation
(to first order in the field amplitude Cq in the linear-gain
regime). The calculation of the stimulated emission term
for specific radiation devices, e.g., FEL, is the subject of
numerous publications. In the context of this paper I
present this term just for the sake of completion and it
will not be further developed. It is only pointed out that in
the linear regime �Wst

qj is proportional to the mode field
amplitude Cq, and therefore the stimulated emission field
spectral component of the radiation wave packet generated
by each electron j in (9): �Cstqj � ��Wst

qj=4Pq, is in phase
with Cq for all electrons j. This is displayed graphically in
the complex mode-amplitude plane in Fig. 6(c).

A. Optical characterization of a coherent
radiation beam

The use of a radiation beam, generated by a radiation
source, requires, in general, optimizing the transport of
the radiation beam by means of optical components,
namely proper optical focusing and apperturing of the
beam, in order to couple it onto the work or study sample.
In the optical system design, one usually requires maximal
radiative power or energy illumination of the user’s target
plane within certain area and ray-angle bounds. This
four-dimensional (r?;�) phase-space acceptance volume,
defined by the application and the transmission optical
system, determines the corresponding phase-space volume
on the source, from which the radiation rays, arriving
the target phase-space acceptance volume, emanate. By
Liouville’s theorem the magnitude of these volumes are
equal in a lossless system. In principle, in conventional
incoherent ray optics, one can quantify the radiation
energy or power incident on the target, as the product
of this conservative phase-space volume and the
1-5
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brightness field of the source dWs�r?;��d2r?d� [or
dPs�r?;��=d2r?d�].

Figure 3(a) depicts the configuration of measuring the
brightness of a source by two apertures. It also describes a
typical application of delivery of incoherent radiation onto
a target plane. If one desires to maximize the radiative
energy or power delivered into a given area �2�xt��2�yt�
in the target plane (maximum irradiance), the angular
aperture 2��s should be increased to include most of the
angular spread of the radiation lobe (in synchrotron and
undulator radiation �2=*).

Many applications of radiation require temporal and/or
spatial coherence. Spectroscopic applications require tem-
poral coherence. Applications in high resolution imaging,
holography, microscopy, and, in general, attaining the
smallest size (diffraction limited) spot, require spatial co-
herence. As shown in Fig. 3(a), temporal coherence, can be
obtained by incorporating an optical filter in the beam path
or, in practice, using a monochromator at the user station.
Similarly, spatial coherence may be obtained by spatial
filtering, namely, by setting optical apertures dimensions,
Planar Radiation - Source

2a

2∆Θs2∆Xs

2a

Coherent-Radiation
Line - Source

Filte

2Θcoh

2rcoh

L

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (Color) Schematic (single thin lens) appertured optical delive
and brightness measurement of an incoherent radiation source. (b) E
radiation source.
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that assure that the beam spot on target occupies phase-
space volume of ��xt��t < 	=2 � ��xs��s.

Naturally, if the source is not coherent by itself, this
filtering process will reduce substantially the available
coherent radiative energy (power) on the target. This is
the case, for example, with conventional synchrotron and
undulator radiation sources in their domain of operation
(UV, x ray). At these wavelengths, even after optical (fre-
quency) filtering, the radiation is still spatially incoherent
because the beam emittance does not satisfy condition (1).
Spatial filtering is still possible in principle, but it would
render significant attenuation of the radiation power.

When considering superradiant electron beam sources,
the temporal condition (2) should be satisfied, and this
necessarily corresponds to operation at long wavelengths
(THz regime). Condition (1) is then usually easily satisfied,
and the radiation beam, at fixed frequency, is spatially
coherent. It should be noted , though, that e-beam radiation
sources of interest (prebunched FEL, CSR) are not point
sources, but they are usually close to be longitudinal line
sources [Fig. 3(b)]. Consequently, though their phase space
Target Plane

2∆Xt2∆Θt

2∆Θt

Target Plane

r

2rt

ry system from a radiation source to a target. (a) Spatial filtering
ffective spatial and angular apertures of a spatially coherent line
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area is
R
xd�x � 	=2, their phase-space distribution is

quite irregular (see the discussion in the subsequent paper),
and if transmitted through a diffraction limited aperture
��x�� � 	=2, as shown in Fig. 3(b), a significant part of
the (filtered) spatially coherent radiation energy (power)
would be cutt off. Alternatively stated, if the radiation
beam would have been focused by a nonappertured lens
large enough to include the entire radiation lobe, its focal
spot would be larger than an ideal diffraction limited spot
attainable from a plane wave incident on the same aperture.
Therefore, even though the line source is theoretically
spatially coherent, its ‘‘useful’’ spatially coherent power
(or energy) would be only the fraction that can pass
through a spatial filter satisfying ��x�� � 	=2.

From this discussion it turns out that the ‘‘useful coher-
ent spectral energy (or power)’’ of the source, namely the
energy (power) per unit frequency, that can be delivered to
the work with diffraction limited optics, is the relevant
figure of merit for characterizing coherent radiation
sources of different kinds and comparing them quantita-
tively (including comparison between superradiance and
spontaneous emission processes that is useful, for example,
in order to determine the signal-to-noise ratio of the same
radiation source). It is proposed, therefore, that a good
figure of merit for estimating useful coherent spectral
energy (power) emitted in free space by a source is the
energy (power) excited in the free-space Gaussian wave

~E q � ~E00

�
w0

w�z�
exp

�
�
x2  y2

w2�z�
� ik

x2  y2

2R�z�
 i’ ikz

�
;

(16)

which is the fundamental transverse mode in the expansion
for the fields (3) in terms of the Hermit-Gauss free-space
transverse modes [33]. This mode, common in laser de-
sign, couples efficiently through the circular apertures of
regular lenses and mirrors. This concept of using a
Gaussian mode to modelize the coherent radiation from
an extend line source, such as an undulating electron,
has been used before to calculate the brightness of
synchrotron-undulator radiation emission [34].

In the Gaussian wave model, the radiation beam-spot

radius is w�z� � w0

���������������������
1  z2=z2R

q
, where w0 is the beam

waist spot size and zR � �w2
0=	 is the Rayleigh diffraction

length. Thus, the diffraction half-cone angle of the
Gaussian beam is

�diff �
1

�
	
w0
: (17)

The Gaussian wave waist spot size w0, waist position (z �
0), and propagation direction (z axis), that should be used
in the calculation of the useful spatially coherent energy
(power), are free parameters. The reasonable choice is the
one that provides maximum collection of radiation from
03070
the electron beam and maximum transmission through the
radiation-collection optics and apertures. Optimal radia-
tion collection optics will define a Gaussian beam that
maximizes the weighed work function (15) of the electrons
in the e-beam.

In the free-space radiation-emission schemes, analyzed
in this paper, the radiation emission is always centered
around the electron beam propagation direction (z axis).
The effective waist size w0 (closely related to the source
coherence width) will be defined so that uniform interac-
tion (negligible beam diffraction) takes place along the
entire length L, namely the beam waist is chosen in the
center of the interaction region and its Rayleigh length
satisfies

L � 2zR � 2�w2
0=	: (18)

From (17) and (18) the diffraction angle of the radiation
beam of an extended line source is

�diff �
23=2����
�

p

����
	
L

s
: (19)

The concept of useful spatially coherent spectral energy
(power) introduced here has limited validity. Calculation of
the radiative energy emission into the Gaussian mode (16)
with waist size w0 defined by (18) gives a good estimate of
the useful coherent radiative energy only if the emission is
in free space and the optical transmission optics is matched
to collect optimally this radiation mode, and delivers it
without loss onto the target. Also, the choice of the
Gaussian waist size (18) is valid only if the radiating
electron can keep in phase along the distance L with a
free-space plane wave that it emits in the z direction. In all
other cases one needs to include the contributions of all the
higher order free-space radiation modes to the sum (11),
and then include in the calculation the radiative power
reduction due to the diffraction and aperture interception
in the transmission optics beyond the radiation source. The
use of a single fundamental Gaussian mode (16) in the
calculation of the ‘‘useful spectral energy’’ (12) and (15) is
also valid in the case that the delivery optics is diffraction
limited. In this case the mode waist size and waist position
are defined by the optics [not by (18)], and the calculation
of (12), (9), and (15) gives the spectral radiative energy
collected by this optical system (which may be smaller
than the maximal useful coherent radiative energy attain-
able in a more optimal optical system).

B. Single electron emission in an undulator

The zero order complex work function �W�0�
qj (15) can

be calculated straightforwardly for any given radiation
device. To reduce the analysis from the abstract to the
concrete I calculate it now for two examples of interest:
first for undulator radiation and, in the next section, for
synchrotron radiation from a bending magnet. Now assume
1-7



FIG. 4. The spectral energy line-shape function of radiation
from an oscillating electron emitting a wave packet of finite
duration ts. For PB-FEL, see (23)–(28).
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an accelerated electron performing periodic harmonic mo-
tion along axis z,

v j�t� � Re�~v?je�ikwzj�t��  vzêz; (20)

which is the case for undulator radiation or FEL (but
also cyclotron resonance maser). In an undulator ~v?j �
eBw=*jmkw, where ~Bw is the complex amplitude of the
periodic transverse magnetic field.

Assume that the electron beam is narrow enough so that
all electrons experience the same field when interacting
with the mode [in free-space interaction, Eq. (1) must be
satisfied as a necessary condition]:

~E q�r
�0�
j �t�� � Eq�r?0�e

ikzqz
�0�
j �t�; (21)

where zoj �t� � vz�t� toj�, and r?0 is the transverse-
coordinates vector of the electron beam. Substituting this
and (20) in (15) one obtains

�W�0�
qj � �e

v?0 � E�
q

2vz
L sinc��L=2�ei�L=2ei!toj ; (22)

where L � Nw	w is the interaction length (	w � 2�=kw),
sinc�x� � sinx=x, and ��!�, the detuning parameter, is
defined by

��!� �
!
vz

� kzq�!� � kw: (23)

The detuning function sinc��L=2� attains its maximum
value at the synchronism frequency !o defined by

��!0� �
!0

vz
� kzq�!0� � kw � 0: (24)

Near synchronism

��!�L � �!�!0�ts � 2�
!�!0

�!
; (25)

where

ts �
2�
�!

�
L
vz

�
L
vgq

(26)

is the wave packet slippage time and vgq � d!=dkzqj!0
is

the group velocity of the mode. The spectral energy line-
shape function sinc2��L=2� is drawn in Fig. 4.

In free space kzq � !=c; vgq � c, and the solution of
(24) is

!0 �
ckw

1=2z � 1
� 2*2

zckw �
2*2

1  a2
w=2

ckw; (27)

where aw � *v?0=c � eBw=�kwmc�. The second part of
Eq. (27) is valid only for a linearly polarized wiggler in the
highly relativistic limit 2z ! 1. The spectral bandwidth
then is

�! �
!0

Nw
: (28)
03070
Clearly the undulator-synchrotron radiation spectral en-
ergy grows up in amplitude and narrows down in band-
widths as the undulator length L (or number of wiggles
Nw) grows (22) and (28).

C. Single electron synchrotron emission in a
magnetic bend

The analysis of synchrotron radiation from a magnetic
bend was carried out by numerous authors starting with
Schwinger [35]. A detailed analysis of this problem, in-
cluding the effect of prebunched beam CSR and its impli-
cations to bunch diagnostics, has been presented recently
by Geloni et al. [36], based on a time-domain analysis.

In this section I derive, in the framework of the
frequency-domain modal-expansion formulation, similarly
to the undulator-radiation case, a simple expression for the
‘‘complex spectral energy’’ of an electron traversing a
magnetic bend. This will be used later straightforwardly
for calculating the spectral parameters of CSR.

Assume that the electron passes along a circular trajec-
tory of radius Re within a uniform-field magnet section of
intensity Bb and length L. Within a paraxial approximation
the electron trajectory and transverse velocity are given by

xj�t� �
1

2Re
z2j �t�;

�
�
L
2
< zi�t�<

L
2

�
; (29)

zj�t� � v�t� t0j�; (30)

vxj�t� �
v
Re
zj�t�; (31)

where

Re �
*m2c
eBb

: (32)
1-8



FIG. 5. The spectral energy line-shape function of the CSR
radiation wave packet emitted by an electron passing through a
magnetic bend (34).
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Substituting (29)–(31) in (15), the integration along the
electron trajectory rj�t� can be performed quite simply, for
any waveguide or free space mode of the form (21). If the
electron can be assumed to make along this path only small
displacement off axis, within which the transverse varia-
tion of the radiation mode is negligible, then

�W0
qj � i

e
Re

E�
qxL2

�
d
d�L

sinc��L=2�
�
ei!toj ; (33)

where

� �
!
vz

� kzq�!�; (34)

and in general kzq �
!
c cos�q (�q is the emission angle

into a plane wave or a waveguide mode ‘‘zigzag’’ angle). In
free-space forward emission [e.g., into a Gaussian mode
(16)], kzq �

!
c and

� �
!
c
�2�1 � 1� �

1

2*2

!
c
; (35)

where the second part of the equation is valid for the limit
*� 1.

The spectral emission function � dd�L sinc��L=2��2 is
shown in Fig. 5. This is a wideband emission function.
Contrary to Fig. 4, it has no resonant frequency. It has a
maximum ‘‘cutoff’’ frequency, which for free space propa-
gation (35) is given by

!c � 3��2�1 � 1�
c
L
� 6�*2 c

L
; (36)

corresponding to �c � 3�, and it arrives to a maximum
around

!m � 2�*2 c
L
; (37)

corresponding to �m � �.
Alternatively stated, constructive interference of coher-

ent synchrotron radiation emission in the forward direction
(z) by a single electron or a tight bunch of electrons is
possible at long enough wavelengths: 	 > 	c � 2�c=!c
(and attains maximal value at 	 � 	m � 	c=3), only for a
limited propagation distance L< Lcoh, where Lcoh, the
‘‘coherence length’’ or ‘‘forming length,’’ is given by

Lcoh � 3*2	c � *2	m: (38)

Beyond Lcoh the radiation emission at this wavelength
range gets out of phase with the radiation emitted
beforehand.

This limitation is an absolute limitation due to the lack
of ‘‘phase matching’’ between the radiating electron and
the free-space propagating fast radiation wave. It cannot be
circumvented by using a waveguide. In fact, in a wave-
guide [where in Eq. (34) kzq �

!
c cos�q with �q � 0] the

coherence length becomes even shorter for a given fre-
quency. Only the use of a dialectric medium or a slow wave
03070
structure can help to increase the coherence length and
alleviate its limitation. In practice, for coherent synchro-
tron emission from high energy electron bunches in the
THz regime, the coherence length can be quite longer than
the bending magnet length L. For the Thomas Jefferson
Laboratory (TJL) experiment [1] (* � 81; 	 �
300 5m; L � 0:173 m) one has Lcoh � 2m� L.

A note is in order with respect to the validity of the new
analytical expression (33) for the CSR ‘‘finite length
broadened’’ spectral emission curve. Contrary to the PB-
FEL line-shape function (22), its validity is limited only to
short enough interaction length (magnet length L). When
one employs this expression for free-space CSR emission
into a Gaussian wave (16) of given waist size w0 and
Rayleigh length zR � �w2

0=	, the magnet length L should
be shorter than 2zR, and the electron’s displacement off the
mode axis along the magnet length L should not exceed its
waist size:

xj�
L=2� �
L2

8Re
< w0; (39)

which is a stricter condition than the requirement L < Lcoh

(38).
Equation (33) can be used for for calculating the maxi-

mum useful spectral energy emitted into a Gaussian wave
by setting L � 2zR (18). However, this is valid only as an
approximate estimate. For a more accurate estimate of this
parameter, one must resort to numerical calculation, which
would include in the contour integral of (15) the transverse
field variation of the Gaussian mode (16), the electron
phase variation due to the wave front curvature R�z� and
the Guoy phase ’�z�, and the accurate circular electron
trajectories [instead of (29)–(31)]. This calculation is out
of the scope of this paper [37].
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D. Emission from a single bunch

Going back now to the general analysis for all e-beam
radiation devices, I assume that the electron beam is nar-
row enough (1) so that all electrons arriving at different
times tjo to a given reference plane zin � 0 in the interac-
tion region go through the same trajectories in the interac-
tion region: fr�0�j �t�; v�0�j �t�g � fr�0�e �t� toj�; v

�0�
e �t� toj�g. I

note that, independently of the functional details of �W�0�
qj

(namely independently of the radiation mechanism), it is
possible, in general, to write (15) [similarly to the special
cases of undulator radiation (22) and CSR radiation (33)]
in the form

�W�0�
qj � �W�0�

qe ei!tjo ; (40)

�W�0�
qe � �e

Z 1

�1
v�0�e �t� � ~E�

q�r
�0�
e �t��ei!tdt: (41)

This is true of course only in the limit of a tightly narrow
beam, in which all the electrons experience the same field
of mode q along their path through the interaction region.2

In the case of radiation in free space, the mode q to be used
is the fundamental Gaussian mode (16). Its parameters are
defined by the optical system collecting the radiation or by
Eq. (18).

Using (40) in (9) and in (12), I obtain

Cout
q �!��Cin

q �!��C�0�
qe �!�

XN
j�1

ei!toj
XN
j�1

�Cstqj

�Cin
q �!��

1

4Pq
�W�0�

qe

XN
j�1

ei!t0j�
1

4Pq

XN
j�1

�Wst
qj;

(42)

dWq
d!

�
2

�
Pq



jCin
q �!�j2 

���������C�0�
qe �!� �

XN
j�1

ei!toj
��������2



�
Cin�
q �!� � �C�0�

qe �!� �
XN
j�1

ei!toj  c:c:
�



�
Cin�
q �!� �

XN
j�1

�Cstqj�!�  c:c:
��

�

�dWq
d!


in



�dWq
d!


sp=SR



�dWq
d!


ST-SR



�dWq
d!


st
; (43)

where in the last equation a term of second order in �Cstq
was omitted (small gain limit).
2Note that if this narrow beam condition is not satisfied, the
formulation (5)–(15) is still valid, and averaging over the en-
semble of electron initial conditions will yield (due to spatial and
angular e-beam spread) ‘‘inhomogeneous broadening’’ expres-
sions for the spectral parameters. However, some of the general
observations that I will make in the remainder of this section
may be invalid in this inhomogeneous broadening limit.
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The role of electron prebunching in effecting the
radiation characteristics of any radiation scheme can
now be lucidly explained with the aid of Fig. 6, showing
the superposition in complex plane of the amplitudes of
modal wave packets, emitted by the individual electrons.
Figure 6(a) shows the process of spontaneous emission:
superposition of wave packets, emitted by uncorrelated
electrons at random phases [compare to Fig. 2(a)]. When
the electrons are injected at random,

h�!�toj � t0��2i1=2 > 2�; (44)

the phase angle of the resultant amplitude Cout
q is random,

and therefore the spectral components of the amplitude of
the radiation mode vanish on the average at all frequencies,

h��Cq�!��spi � 0; (45)

however, the absolute value of the amplitude is, on the
average, finite. Assuming no correlation between the en-
trance phases of the electrons, the mixed terms in the
squared sum in the second term of (43) vanish when
dWq=d! is averaged over all phases: hei!�toj�toj0 �i � 'jj0 .
The second term then results in the expression for the
spontaneous emission spectral energy:
FIG. 6. Schematic description of the four radiative emission
processes in the complex plane of the mode amplitude Cout

q ,
which is composed of Cin

q and the superposition of the
radiation wave packets �Cqj: (a) spontaneous emission,
(b) superradiance, (c) stimulated emission, and (d) stimulated
superradiance.
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FIG. 7. (Color) The bunching form factor jMb�!�j
2 �

exp��!2t2b=2� for a Gaussian e-beam bunch distribution f�t0� �
exp��t20=t

2
b�=�

����
�

p
tb�.
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��dWq
d!


sp

�
�

2

�
Pqj�C

�0�
q �!�j2N �

1

8�
�
j�W0

qej
2

Pq
N:

(46)

Figure 6(b) shows the case of ideal superradiant emission
from an electron beam bunch, in which all electrons have
the same initial oscillation phase:

h�!�t0j � t0��
2i1=2 � 2�: (47)

In this case one can substitute in (42)
PN
j�1 e

i!t0j � Nei!t0 ,
and consequently the second term in (43) results in the
superradiance spectral energy:�dWq

d!


SR

�
1

8�
�
j�W�0�

qe j2

Pq
N2 �

��dWq
d!


sp

�
N: (48)

Figure 6(d) displays a process that I propose to call
stimulated superradiance: all electrons oscillate in
phase, but because a radiation mode of distinct phase
��Cin

q �!�� � ’qr is injected in, the third term in (43)
will contribute positive or negative energy, depending
whether the electron bunch oscillates in phase or out of
phase with the input radiation field. If the phase of the
electron bunch relative to the wave is ’ � !t0 � ’qr 

���W�0�
qe �, then the third term in (43) represents

stimulated-superradiance spectral energy:�dWq
d!


ST-SR

� �
1

2�
� jCin

q �!�jj�W�0�
qe jN cos’: (49)

For the purpose of comparison I also display in Fig. 6(c)
the process of conventional stimulated emission [fourth
term in (43)]. In this process, the electron trajectories are
modified by the radiation field of the mode within the
interaction region. If �Wst

qj [Eq. (14)] is calculated to first
order in the radiation field amplitude Cin

q �!�, then all the
electrons, regardless of their initial phase, contribute to
�Wst

q �!� terms, in phase (or counterphase) with Cin
q �!�.

This would result in the expressions for stimulated emis-
sion (laser gain) or stimulated absorption from the e-beam.
However the calculation of �Wst

q is out of the scope of this
paper.

I note, in conclusion, that the conventional stimulated
emission process exists whenever there is an input radia-
tion field and the e-beam is unbunched; the spontaneous-
emission and superradiance processes take place (indepen-
dently of having an input radiation field) when the e-beam
is random or bunched, respectively; the new term of
stimulated-superradiance process [third term in (43)] exists
only when there are both input radiation field and electron
prebunching simultaneously.

At this point I extend the analysis to include partial
bunching, namely electron beam bunches of finite duration
and arbitrary pulse-shape function. One can characterize
the distribution of electron entrance times toj of the elec-
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tron bunch by means of a normalized pulse-shape function
f�t00 � t0� � i�t00 � t0�=�eN�, where i�t� is the e-beam
bunch current, and t0 is bunch center entrance time:Z 1

�1
f�t00 � t0�dt

0
0 � 1: (50)

Then the summation over toj may be substituted by inte-
gration over entrance times t00:

XN
j�1

ei!t0j � N
Z
f�t00 � t0�e

i!tdt00 � Nei!t0Mb; (51)

Mb�!� �
Z 1

�1
f�t00�e

i!t00dt00: (52)

So, Mb�!� is the bunching amplitude at frequency !. It
modifies Eqs. (48) and (49) to�dWq

d!


SR

�
1

8�
�
j�W�0�

qe j2

Pq
M2
bN

2; (53)

�dWq
d!


ST-SR

� �
1

2�
� jCin

q �!�j � j�W�0�
qe jMbN cos’:

(54)

In conditions of perfect bunching f�t0� � '�t0�, and
consequently Mb � 1, and Eqs. (48) and (49) are restored.
For an example of a Gaussian electron beam bunch distri-
bution f�t0� � exp��t20=t

2
b�=�

����
�

p
tb�, one obtainsMb�!� �

exp��!2t2b=4�. The bunching form factor jMb�!�j
2 is

drawn for this case in Fig. 7. Evidently, in the tight bunch-
ing condition (2) jMbj

2 � 1.

E. Periodic bunching

Assume that the beam consists of a finite train (macro-
pulse) of electron bunches injected periodically at fre-
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FIG. 9. (Color) The macropulse form-factor function (59) drawn
for NM � 8.FIG. 8. The macropulse pulse-shape function, composed of a

periodic train of NM microbunches at periodicity 2�=!b.
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quency !b into the interaction region (see Fig. 8). To take
this into consideration requires to include summation over
the NM bunches of the macropulse, when summing over all
electrons in (42) and (43). Assuming a uniform train of
electron bunches, in which all bunches have the same
pulse-shape function f�t00 � tok� (k � 1 . . .NM) and the
same number of electrons in all bunches, Nbk � Nb, then

XN
j�1

ei!t0j �
XNM
k�1

XNbk
j�1

ei!t0j � NbMb�!�
XNM
k�1

ei!tok : (55)

Here I replaced the summation over the electrons in each
bunch by integration weighted by the bunch pulse-shape
function f�t00 � tok� as in (51), but f�t00 � tok� is normal-
ized within one period only:Z tok�=!b

tok��=!b
f�t00 � tok�dt

0
0 � 1: (56)

The spectral bunching amplitude is then defined by

Mb�!� �
Z �=!b

��=!b
f�t00�e

i!t00dt00: (57)

When substituting tok � t0 � �NM=2 �m�2�=!b ,
where t0 is the macropulse center and m � 0; 1; . . . ; NM �
1, then (55) can be expressed as

XN
j�1

ei!t0j � NMb�!�MM�!�ei!t0 ; (58)

where N � NbNM is the total number of electrons in the
macropulse, and

MM�!� �
sin�NM�!=!b�
NM sin��!=!b�

: (59)
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The line-shape function of the macropulse (59), absolute
value squared, is shown in Fig. 9. It arrives to its maximal
value 1 at frequencies ! � n!b (n � 1; 2; . . . ). Its band-
width near frequency! � n!b is given by

�!
n!b

�
1

nNM
: (60)

Using (58) in (42) and (43), the expressions for the super-
radiant and stimulated superradiant spectral energy (48)
and (49) get modified into�dWq
d!


SR

�
N2

8�Pq
j�W�0�

qe �!�j2jMb�!�j
2jMM�!�j

2; (61)

�dWq
d!


ST-SR

�
N
2�

jCin
q �!�jj�W�0�

qe �!�jjMb�!�j

� jMM�!�j cos’: (62)

The macropulse form factor (59) associated with the
macropulse duration is usually the dominant narrow band-
width factor, and its width (60) determines the bandwidth
of the spectral energy parameters (61) and (62). The bunch-
shape functionMb�!� [Eq. (57)] is always a wide function
of !, and the spectral width of the single electron work
function �W�0�

qe is also usually wide (certainly so in CSR).
In the case of PB-FEL, the work-function bandwidth nar-
rows down in inverse proportion to Nw [Eq. (28)], and thus
the macropulse form-factor bandwidth (60) becomes
dominant when nNM � Nw.

The fact that the macropusle form factor (59) has mul-
tiple peaks of equal amplitude ‘‘1’’ at all harmonic fre-
quencies n!b is interesting, and may also be of practical
significance. It means that it is not essential that the elec-
tron beam be bunched at the radiation frequency !. It can
-12
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be bunched at any subharmonic of the radiation frequency
!b � !=n, as long as there is a radiation process at
frequency ! [namely, j�W�0�

qe �!�j does not vanish], and
the microbunch has spectral components at this frequency
[namely, jMb�!�j does not vanish]. This means, for ex-
ample, that narrow bandwidth intense THz radiation can be
attained with a train of e-beam bunches, if the bunch
duration is subpicosecond long but the microbunch repeti-
tion frequency may be a subharmonic of the THz radiation.

If I assume that the macropulse is long enough so that in
(61) and (62) the linewidth is determined by (60), then
multiplying these equations by �! (instead of integration)
results in, for the energy emission at harmonic frequency
! � n!b,

�Wq�SR �
NMN2

b

8�Pq
!bj�W�0�

qe �n!b�j2jMb�n!b�j2; (63)
�Wq�ST-SR �
Nb
2�
!bjCin

q �n!b�jj�W�0�
qe �n!b�j

� jMb�n!b�j cos’: (64)

The coherent power within the macropulse can be cal-
culated by dividing by the macropulse duration tM �
NM2p=!b:

�Pq�SR �
1

16�2 �
N2
b!

2
b

Pq
j�W�0�

qe �n!b�j
2jMb�n!b�j

2; (65)
�Pq�ST-SR �
1

4�2 �
Nb!2

b

NM
� jCin

q �n!b�jj�W�0�
qe �n!b�j

� jMb�n!b�j cos’: (66)

Equations (65) and (66) are also valid in the limit of
continuous bunching. Of course, in this case a phasor
spectral presentation f�t� � Re�F�!�e�i!t� is more appro-
priate and would result in similar expressions [4,38].
III. SUPERRADIANT SPECTRAL ENERGY
EMISSION IN PB-FEL AND CSR

In conclusion of this part I calculate the superradiant
spectral energy emission per mode dWq�!�=d! specifi-
cally for PB-FEL and CSR radiation schemes. This is done
by substituting the corresponding expressions for the com-
plex work functions W�0�

qe [(22) and (33)] into the generic
expression (61). Assuming now a single electron bunch
MM�!� � 1, I obtain the following.
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For PB-FEL:�dWq
d!


SR

�
N2
be

2:q
16�

jv?0 � ê�qj2

v2
z

�
L2

Aem
jMb�!�j

2 sinc2��L=2�

�
N2
be

2Zq
16�

�
eBw
2z*mc


2

�
L2

k2
wAem

jMb�!�j
2 sinc2��L=2�; (67)

where êq � Eq�0; 0�=jEq�0; 0�j is a unit vector in the di-
rection of the field of the radiation mode q, :q is the mode
impedance (in free space and for the fundamental mode of
an overmoded waveguide :q �

����������
5="

p
), and the effective

mode area is defined by

Aemq �
Pq

jEq�0; 0�j2=�2Zq�
: (68)

In free-space interaction, especially at long wave-
lengths, the interaction length is limited by diffraction.
For estimating the maximum coherent spectral energy,
emitted into the fundamental Gaussian mode (16), I as-
sume L � 2zR (18). The effective mode area (‘‘coherence
area’’) is estimated as the waist cross section area at the
undulator center:

Aem � �w2
0=2 � 	L=4: (69)

This reduces (67) to�dWq
d!


SR

�
N2
be

2

8�2

����
5
"

r �
eBw
2z*mc


2 L

k2
w
!Mb�!� sinc2��L=2�:

(70)

For CSR:�dWq
d!


SR

�
N2
be

2Zq
4�

�
eBb
2*mc


2 L4

Aem
Mb�!�

�
d
d�L

� sinc��L=2�
�

2
(71)

and for a matched free space Gaussian mode (69) [assum-
ing (39) is satisfied]:�dWq

d!


SR

�
N2
be

2

2�2

����
5
"

r �
eBb
2*mc


2
L3!
c
Mb�!�

�

�
d
d�L

sinc��L=2�
�

2
: (72)

Despite the formal similarity, the expressions for the PB-
FEL (67) and (70) and for the CSR (71) and (72) are not
straightforwardly comparable. The first has a relatively
narrow line-shape function (Fig. 4), centered [for free-
space emission (27)] around
-13
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f0 � !0=2� � 2*2
zc=	w; (73)

and the other has a very wide line-shape function (Fig. 5),
extending from f � 0 to fc � !c=2� � 3*2c=L, having
its maximum value around

fm � !m=2� � *2c=L: (74)

Comparing the expressions (70) and (72) for the same
wavelength 	m � �L=*2�CSR � �	w=2*

2
z�FEL, correspond-

ing to the maximum emission frequencies (73) and (74),
the spectral energies (70) and (72) are found similar. This is
in good agreement with the intuitive interpretation of CSR
as a half-period long FEL, as depicted in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b). However, deriving scaling laws and further compari-
son between the schemes is not straightforward, and de-
pends on design constraints, and particularly on the
frequency range of interest. In principle, for a desirable
emission frequency, one would expect enhancement of the
radiative emission and narrowing of the spectrum, as the
interaction length L is increased by replicating the single
bending magnet of CSR [Fig. 1(b)] (namely, producing an
undulator structure of longer length, having its half-period
equal to the CSR bending magnet length [Fig. 1(a)]).
However, these conclusions are modified at long wave-
lengths by diffraction considerations, and considerations of
emission enhancement require then specific design of each
radiation scheme.

In PB-FEL and CSR experiments, usually there is pulse
repetition—either within the macropulse or continuously.
It is instructive to calculate and compare the powers emit-
ted by the repeatedly pulsed e-beam in a PB-FEL experi-
ment [39] and a CSR experiment [1]. Besides the different
radiation schemes, there is a basic difference between the
nature of the bunch repetitions in both cases. In the PB-
FEL experiment [39], the beam is bunched continuously
(within the macropulse) at the frequency of the measured
radiation with partial density modulation (Mb < 1). Hence,
to calculate the power within the macropulse one may use
(22) in (65) (with n � 1) and obtain the expression [39]

Pq �
M2
b

8
I20L

2

�
aw
*2z


2 Zq
Aem

sinc2��L=2�: (75)

In [39] maximum power of 25 W was obtained at 4.5 GHz
with a 67 kV, I0 � 0:7 A electron beam with density
modulation Mb � 0:12, and a 	w � 44:4 mm, Bw �
300 G, L � 0:85 m wiggler. This measured power agrees
well with calculation based on (75).

In the CSR experiment [1], the bunch repetition rate (up
to 75 MHz) is too small, relative to the maximum emission
frequency �1 THz, to establish coherence between the
bunches. The radiation exhibits, therefore, the entire spec-
tral width of a single bunch. The spectral power is then
given by Eq. (72), multiplied by the pulse repetition rate
Frep, and the total power would be calculated by integrating
030701
this expression over the entire spectral width from f � 0 to
fc � 3*2c=L.

Numerical integration of the spectral line-shape function
of Fig. 5 gives

R
1
0 �

d
d�

sinc��=2��2�d� � 0:9. This results in
a simple formula for calculating the wideband but spatially
coherent CSR power:

Pq �
1:8

�3

�Nbe�2

"0
*2L

�
eBb
mc


2
Frep: (76)

For the parameters of the CSR experiment of TJL [1],
Nbe � 100 pC, * � 81, L � 0:173 m, R � mc=eBb �
1:2 m, Frep � 37:4 MHz, condition (39) is marginally
satisfied with w0 calculated from condition (18):
Xj�
L=2� � w0 � 3 mm. Nevertheless, Eq. (76) predicts
P� 6 W, which is close to the power level P� 20 W
reported by the experimentalists.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper I presented a unified formulation and ex-
plored the relations between different prebunched electron-
beam radiation devices, such as prebunched-beam FEL,
coherent synchrotron radiation, and more. All of these
prebunched beam radiation schemes can generate
enhanced coherent radiation in two different radiative
emission processes: superradiance and stimulated super-
radiance. These processes are more intense than the analo-
gous emission processes in unbunched or partially bunched
e-beams: spontaneous (shot noise) emission and stimulated
emission.

The spectral bandwidth of the radiation from a single
electron bunch is usually very wide. It is narrower (and
more intense) in the multiple wiggles PB-FEL scheme as
compared to the single wiggle scheme of CSR. Narrow
spectral bandwidth radiation can be obtained in all e-beam
radiation schemes, if the electron beam is periodically
prebunched. It was shown that the prebunching can be
made at subharmonics of the radiation frequency. With
developing photocathode e-gun technologies, this can
help to attain new coherent intense radiation sources in
the THz region.
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